
The Elvevoll Tracks 

Starting at Elvevoll there are four outing options: Langdalen
3,5 km, Borri 8 km, Elvevolldalen 3 km, and Stálloborri 10,5
km. In the valleyscapes of Elvevolldalen and Langdalen it is
easy to traverse to higher areas. By Skáidi, between the two
valleys, there is a rest area with shelter. If you fancy a longer
and steeper outing, take a loop by the cache at Borri (692
MASL). If you go all the way up to Stálloborri (1080 MASL)
you will be rewarded with a fantastic view. All four des-
tinations have a cache.

The Elvevoll Tracks 3-18 km
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By marked exit towards Elvevoll by high-
way 868, about 11 km from Oteren,
direction Lyngseidet

Outings are on road, path and terrain. 
18 km loop.
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The outings start at Vestersidasenteret at Elvevoll, and can
be taken as loops. The start is at a service road that divides
after about 1 km. Continue for Langdalen, or take off to 
Elvevolldalen. You will find the rest area on the way to 
Elvevolldalen valley, as well as signs with information
about local culture. The paths are facilitated with planking
and bridges to keep your feet dry. The outings to Langdalen
and Elvevolldalen valleys traverse relatively easy terrain
with a slight ascent, while the outings to Borri and
Stálloborri are in steep terrain without a clear path.

Trail description

The Elvevoll Tracks 

Nearby Outings Contact information

Storfjord Municipality 
+47 77 21 28 00 
post@storfjord.kommune.no
www.storfjord.kommune.no

Legend

Trim cache

Parking

Viewpoint

Rustic shelter 

Steindalsbreen Glacier 12,4 km RT  

Oterbakken/ Fallstokkbakken 1,4 – 2 km RT 

Lápingardi  3,1 km 


